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When to use Ternary relationship?



Examples

Teachers teach Courses
Courses use as material  textbook 
Teachers use textbooks 



Exercise  

● Ternary Relationship
○ One employee only works on 

one job 
○ One employee only works for 

one branch 
○ One branch offers many jobs 
○ A job could exist in many 

branches 
○ Many employees are doing 

same jobs in one branch

● Binary relations
○ Employee-Branch: This relationship 

represents that one employee works for 
one branch. It can be modeled as a 
many-to-one relationship between the 
Employee and Branch entities.

○ Job-Branch: This relationship represents 
that a job could exist in many branches. It 
can be modeled as a many-to-many 
relationship between the Job and Branch 
entities.

○ Employee-Work: This relationship 
represents that one employee works on 
one job. It can be modeled as a one-to-one 
relationship between the Employee and 
Work entities, where Work is a weak entity 
dependent on Employee and Job.



Relational model

A relation is a set of tuples (d1, d2, ..., 
dn), where each element dj is a member 
of Dj, a data domain (all the values which 
a data element may contain)

- No ordering to the elements of the 
tuples of a relation

- Relation, tuple, and attribute are 
commonly represented as table, 
row, and column respectively



Relations 

Relations are sets, so we can apply set-theoretic 
operators + special relational operators

Basic operators

1) Union: ∪

2) Set difference: –

3) Cartesian product: x

4) Select: σ

5) Project: Π

Also Rename, Intersection, Join and Division...





Operators 



Union 

Binary operator

Tuples in relation 1 OR in 
relation 2

Tuples must be 
union-compatible

● Same number of 
columns (attributes)

● ‘Corresponding’ 
columns have the same 
domain (type)

Eliminates duplicates

Notation: R1∪R2



Set Difference 

Binary operator

Tuples in relation 1 AND NOT in 
relation 2

Tuples must be union-compatible

● Same number of columns 
(attributes)

● `Corresponding’ columns 
have the same domain 
(type)

Non-commutative

Notation: R1-R2 or R1\R2



Intersection 

Binary operator

Tuples in relation 1 AND in 
relation 2

Tuples must be union-compatible

● Same number of columns 
(attributes)

● `Corresponding’ columns 
have the same domain 
(type)

commutative

Notation: R1∩R2





Hulk ___ Shrek =Rage
Hulk ___ Kermit =Rage  



Cartesian product

● S1 X R1: Each row of S1 paired 
with each row of R1

● Like the cartesian product for 
mathematical relations

● Every tuple of S1 “appended” to 
every tuple of R1

● How many rows in the result?

● No need for the two input 
relations to be union-compatible

● Result schema has one 
attribute per attribute of S1 and R1

Notation: S1xR1



Renaming 

The problem: Father and Mother are different names, but both represent a parent.

The solution: rename attributes!



Renaming 

Rename

- Unary operator
- Changes attribute names for a relation without changing any values
- Renaming removes the limitations associated with set operators

Notation: ρOldName→NewName(r) (e.g ρFather→Parent(Paternity))

- If there are two or more attributes involved in a renaming operation, then 
ordering is

meaningful: (e.g., ρBranch,Salary → Location,Pay(Employees))





Select

● Unary operator

● Selects a subset of rows from a 
relation that satisfy selection 
predicate

● Schema of result is same as that 
of the input relation

● Works like a filter that keeps only 
those tuples that satisfy a qualifying 
condition

● The selection condition is a 
Boolean expression specified on the 
attributes of relation R

Notation: σp(r)



How to select students with age greater than 20 and GPA 
greater than 3.2?



Projection 

● Unary operator

● Deletes unwanted columns 
from a relation

● Removes duplicated data

● The schema of result has 
exactly the columns in the 
projection list, with the same 
names

that they had in the input 
relation

Notation: Πp(r)



Join

● Binary operator

● Allows us to establish connections among data in different relations, taking 
advantage of

the "value-based" nature of the relational model

● Two versions

○ "natural" join: takes attribute names into account

○ "theta" join.

Notation: r1 ⋈ r2



Natural join (or “just join”)

● Binary operator

● Select rows where 
attributes that appear 
in both relations have 
equal values

● Project all unique 
attributes and one 
copy of each of the 
common ones

Notation: R ⋈ S



Theta join (or “conditional join”)

● Binary operator

● Results in all combinations of 
tuples in R and S that satisfy θ 
(where θ is a binary relational

operator in the set {<, ≤, =, >, ≥})

● Result schema same as that of 
cross-product

● In case the operator θ is the 
equality operator (=) then this join 
is also called an equijoin

Notation: R ⋈θ S = σθ(R × S)



Equijoin

● In case the operator 
θ is the equality 
operator (=) then this 
join is also called an 
equijoin



Division 

The division 
operator is used 
for queries which 
involve the ‘all’. 

R1 ÷ R2 = tuples 
of R1 associated 
with all tuples of 
R2.







Let us try together

- Suppliers (sid: integer, sname: string, address: 
string)

- Parts (pid: integer, pname: string, color: string)
- Catalog (sid: integer, pid: integer, cost: real)

1- Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red or green part.

2- Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red part and some 
green part.

3- Find the sids of suppliers who supply every part.



Let us try together

- Suppliers (sid: integer, sname: string, address: string)
- Parts (pid: integer, pname: string, color: string)
- Catalog (sid: integer, pid: integer, cost: real)

1- Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red or green part.

2- Find the sids of suppliers who supply some red part and some green part.

3- Find the sids of suppliers who supply every part.

πsid(πpid(σcolor=’red’∨ color=’green’ Parts)⋈ catalog)

ρ(R1, πsid((πpid σcolor=’red’ Parts) ⋈Catalog))

ρ(R2, πsid((πpid σcolor=’green’ Parts) ⋈Catalog))

R1 ∩ R2



Let us try together

- Suppliers (sid: integer, sname: string, address: string)
- Parts (pid: integer, pname: string, color: string)
- Catalog (sid: integer, pid: integer, cost: real)

 (∏sname((σcolor=redParts) ⋈ (σcost<100Catalog) ⋈ Suppliers)) ∩ (∏sname((σcolor=greenParts) ⋈ (σcost<100Catalog) 
⋈ Suppliers))

Sol : Find the Supplier names of the suppliers who supply a red part that 
costs less than 100 dollars and a green part that costs less than 100 
dollars.
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